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MIXED FINITE ELEMENTS FOR ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS 
WITH TENSOR COEFFICIENTS AS FINITE DIFFERENCES* 

TODD ARBOGASTt, MARY F. WHEELERt, AND IVAN YOTovt 

Abstract. We develop the theory of an expanded mixed finite element approximation of 
second order elliptic problems containing a tensor coefficient. The mixed method is expanded 
in the sense that three variables are explicitly approximated, namely, the scalar unknown, its 
gradient, and its flux (the tensor coefficient. times the gradient). The expected optimal order 
approximations are obtained in the L 2 and H-•-norms, and superconvergence is obtained between 
the L 2-projection of the scalar variable and its approximation. The scheme is suitable for the case 
in which the coefficient is a tensor that may have zeros, since it does not need to be inverted. 
The resulting linear system is a saddle point problem. In the case of the lowest order Raviart
Thomas elements on rectangular parallelepipeds, we approximate this expanded mixed method 
by incorporating certain quadrature rules. This enables us to write the system as a simple, cell
centered finite difference method, requiring the solution of a sparse, positive semidefinite linear 
system for the scalar unknown. For a general tensor coefficient, the sparsity pattern for the scalar 
unknown is a nine point stencil in two dimensions, and lD points in three dimensions. We show 
that the optimal rates of convergence are retained; moreover, superconvergence is obtained for 
the scalar unknown as well as for its gradient and flux at certain discrete points. Computational 
results illustrate these theoretical result.s. 

Key words. mixed finite element, finite difference, tensor coefficient, error estimates, su
perconvergence 
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1. Introduction. We consider mixed finite element approximations of sec
ond order elliptic problems with, for simplicity, homogeneous Neumann boundary 
conditions. In mixed form, the problem is to find ( u, p) such that 

(1.la) V-u= f inn, 

(1.lb) u = -KVp inn, 

(1.lc) U· 7,1 = 0 on an, 
where n is a domain in Rrl (d = 2 or 3), K(x) is a symmetric, positive definite 
second order tensor with components in L 00 (D), 1,1 is the outward, unit, normal 
vector on an, and f(x) satisfies the compatibility condition fn f(x) dx = 0. In 
applications to flow in porous media, p is the pressure, u is the velocity field, and 
I( is the permeability tensor. 

We use affine mixed finite elements for approximating the solution of (1.1). We 
concentrate on the case of the lowest order Ravia.rt-Thomas spaces [16], since these 
are widely used in practice, though many of our results will be more general. 

* This work was supported in part by the Department of Energy, the National Science Foun
dation, and the State of Texas Governor's Energy Office. 

t Department of Computational and Applied Ma.thematics, Rice University, Houston, Texas 
77251-1892. 
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The usual mixed formulation requires the solution of a linear system in the form 
of a saddle point problem, which can be expensive to solve. An alternate approach 
was suggested by Arnold and Brezzi [2] ( see also [ 6]). They used the hybrid ( or 
Lagrange multiplier) form of the equations. In their method, one eliminates the 
pressure and velocity unknowns in terms of the La.grange multipliers. Although 
there are more overall unknowns, it is simple to implement and requires the solution 
of a sparse, positive semidefinite linear system. The lowest order Ra.viart-Thomas 
spaces have one La.grange multiplier unknown per edge if d = 2 or per face if d = 3. 

In the case that I( is a diagonal tensor and one uses the lowest order Raviart
Thomas spaces defined over a rectangular grid, Russell and Wheeler [17] showed 
that the system could be simplified by an appropriate use of quadrature rules. They 
were able to approximate the usual mixed formulation so as to require the solution 
of a sparse, positive semidefinite linear system for the pressure unknowns. There 
is only one such unknown per element, so the system is substantially smaller and 
therefore easier to solve than in the hybrid method. Moreover, Russell and Wheeler 
showed that in fact their quadrature rules turned the mixed method into a cell
centered finite difference scheme with a five point stencil if d = 2, or seven if d = 3. 
Weiser and Wheeler [19] showed that the modified scheme converges at the rate of 
the unmodified scheme. This is true also of the superconvergence that is obtained 
for the velocity u and pressme p at certain discrete points [14], [12]. 

The goal of this paper is to derive a finite difference stencil for the pressure 
after eliminating the velocity when I( is not diagonal, without any loss in the rate 
of convergence, and retaining the superconvergence phenomenon. We also address 
another difficulty, namely, that in practice the permeability I( can be zero in a 
subdomain of n. The standard mixed variational formulation requires inverting K, 
an impossibility in this degenerate case. 

We consider the following expanded mixed formulation of (1.1): Find (u, ii,p) 
such that 

(1.2a) "v-u=f inn, 

(1.2b) ii=-"vp inn, 

(1.2c) u = J(ii inn, 

(1.2d) U· 1/ = 0 on an. 

Let V be the subspace of H(n; div) consisting of functions with zero normal 
trace on an, let 1/ be any space satisfying V ~ 1f ~ ( L2 

( n) )", and let W be the 
subspace of L2 (n) for which the members have zero mean value. Let (-, ·)s denote 
the L2 (S)-inner product (i.e., integration over the set S), or the duality pairing, 
where we omit S if S = n. We have the following variational formulation of (1.2): 
Find (u, ii,p) EV x V x W such that 

(1.3a) 

(1.3b) 

(1.3c) 

("v · u,w) = (f,w), w E W, 

(ii, v) = (p, "v · v), v EV, 

(u, v) = (J(i'1, v), VE V. 
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One of the authors described the use of the expanded mixed formulation (1.2) 
briefly in a practical setting in [20]. A similar formulation was considered by Chen 
[7] to approximate a nonlinear problem, using only the BDM spaces [5]. He also 
presented a convergence analysis, but did not discuss implementation. Koebbe 
[13] used (1.2) to solve problems with a tensor coefficient. He was concerned with 
implementation (he did not give any error estimates), but he did not attempt to 
obtain a finite difference stencil. Rather, he solved a saddle point problem. We 
consider a more general set of test and trial functions than either [7] or [13], since 
they both took V = V. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formulate the 
discrete approximation of (1.3) and prove solvability. A convergence theorem is 
given in Section 3. The finite difference stencil for the pressure on rectangles is 
derived in Section 4 and analyzed in Section 5; moreover, our superconvergence 
results for both u and p are presented in this section. Finally, in Section 6 we 
discuss some numerical results. 

2. The expanded finite element method. Let {'Iii} be a family of trian
gulations of n, where h is the maximal element diameter. Let Vii x Wh be any of 
the usual mixed finite element approximating subspaces of V x W; that is, the RTN 
spaces [18], [16], [15]; BDM spaces [5]; BDFM spaces [4]; BDDF spaces [3], or CD 
spaces [8]. Let t\ be a finite element subspace of V satisfying Vii ~ t\. Note that 
we do not require t\ ~ H(f!; div), since continuity of the normal component across 
the edges is not needed. Thus we can think of 1\ as a discontinuous version of Vh, 
although later we will simply take Vii = V,, .. 

In the mixed finite element approximation of (1.3), we seek (uh, iih,Ph) E 
vh X Vii X W1i such that 

(2.la) 

(2.lb) 

(2.lc) 

(v7 · U1t,w) = (f,w), w E Wh, 

(ii1t, v) = (Ph, v7. v), VE Vii, 

(u1,, v) = (I(u1,, v), v E Vii· 

We have many families of methods for various choices of Vii. 
LEMMA 2.1. There exists a 'U.nique .~olution to (2.1). 
Proof. Since (2.1) is a finite dimensional, square, linear system, uniqueness is 

equivalent to existence. To prove uniqueness, let f = 0, v = uh, v = iih, and 
w = Ph· Together, the three equations of (2.1) imply that 

(Ku,,, ii,,)= 0. 

Since K is a symmetric, positive definite matrix, we conclude that u1i = 0. 
Now, substituting v = u1, E V,, ~ V,, in (2.lc) implies that 

(u,,,u1,)=0; 

therefore, uh = 0. From ( 2 .1 b) we have 

(p1,, v7 · v) = 0 for all v EV,,, 
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and since v' · V,, = W1t, Ph = 0 and the proof is complete. D 

3. Convergence of the finite element method. In this section we present 
some error estimates for the approximate solution. Let II · lli,q denote the norm 
of wi,q(!l), the Sobolev space of j-times differentiable functions in Lq(!l), and let 
Hi(fl) = Wi•2 (!1), II · Iii denote its norm (we omit j if j = 0), and II · 11-i denote 
the norm of its dual space H-i (!1) = (Hi (!1))'. Our error will be measured in 
the norms of L2 and H-s. We let C denote a generic positive constant that is 
independent of the discretization parameter h. 

We assume that v' · Vii = vVh; this holds for the usual spaces defined over 
triangles, tetrahedra, prisms, and rectangular parallelepipeds. 

We need three projection operators and their approximation properties. Let 
Ph denote L 2-projection of W onto T,f/1,: For ''P E W, P1,'lj; E W,. is defined by 

( P1, ''P - ''P, w) = 0, w E W1i. 

For p E W, 

(3.1) 

where l is associated with the degree of the polynomials in W,.. Each of the mixed 
spaces we consider has a projection operator IT : (H1 (D,))tl -+ Vii with the three 
properties 

(3.2) (v' · Ilu,w) = (v' · u,w), w E vV,i, 

(3.3) IIIIu - ullo ~ Cllulli hJ, l ~ j ~ k, 

(3.4) llv'. (u - IIu)II- ... ~ c11v. ull.i 7ii+,., 0 ~ s ~ l, 0 ~ j ~ l, 

where k is associated with the degree of the polynomials in Vii. 
Let fr denote the £ 2-projection of V onto t\.. The standard approximation 

result holds, namely, that for q E H·i(D,), 

(3.5) 

REMARK 3.1. For all our mixed spaces, l ~ k. For the RTN and BDFM spaces, 
l = k, and for the BDM and BDDF spaces, l = 1.~ - l. The CD spaces generalize 
these spaces on prisms. 

The following theorem expresses the error in approximating (1.3) by (2.1). It 
can be shown using techniques that have been developed for the usual mixed method 
analysis. For example, using the three projection operators, the proof is a relatively 
simple extension of that presented by Douglas and Roberts [10] ( duality arguments 
are needed to derive error estimates in the H-s_norms). Chen [7] also analyzed a 
similar expanded mixed method. Finally, the complete proof is presented in [1], 
where a somewhat more general expanded mixed finite element method is studied. 

THEOREM 3.1. There exists a consta:nt C, independent of h and dependent on 
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I{ and n (n must be (s + 2)-re9·11.la:r), such th(J,t 

llii - iihll + llu - u1ill :S C(llii - friill + llu - IIull), 
ll'v · (u - u1i)ll-s = IIV · (u - Ilu)ll-1" 0 :S s '.S l, 

llii - ii1ill-s + llu - u1ill-s 
:S C(llii - ii1ill + llu - u1ill + IIV · (u - u1i)llh)h8, 0 :S s '.S l - l, 

IIP1ip - P1ill-s 

:S C(llii- ii1ill + llu - u1,II + IIV · (u - u1,)llh1
-

6)hs+i, 0 :S s '.S l- l, 

IIP- P1ill-s '.S IIP1tp- P1tll-.- + IIP- P1,Pll-s, 0 '.S S '.S l - l, 

where Ii = l ifs = l - l and 8 = 0 otherwise. 
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REMARK 3.2. This theorem together with our projection operator approxi
mation results (3.1), (3.3)-(3.5) imply optimal order convergence for IIP - P1ill-s, 
llii-ii1ill-s, llu-u1tll-s, and IIV·(u-u1,)ll-s· Moreover, P1,p andp1i are super-close 
in the H-s -norm. 

4. A cell-centered finite difference method. In this section we derive a 
finite difference stencil for the pressure in the case of the lowest order RTN spaces 
on rectangles [16], [15]. Recall that on an element EE T,i, 

Vii(E) = {(a1:c1 + /31,a2:c2 + /32,a3:r:3 + /33f: Cl'.i,/Ji ER}, 

W1i ( E) = { a : a E R}, 

where the last component in Vii. should be deleted if d = 2. We use the standard 
nodal basis, where for Vii the nodes are at the midpoints of the edges or faces of the 
elements, and for W1i the nodes are at the midpoints of the elements (cell-centers). 

Our goal is to express approximately u1i and ii1i in terms of Ph from (2.1 b) 
and (2.lc); then (2.la) will give us an equation for the pressure. To do this we 
use numerical qua.drat me rules for evaluating the integrals in (2.1) on any element 

E E Th. We choose f\ = Vii in (2.1). The modified scheme is then to solve for 
(uh, llh,Ph) E Vii X Vii X vv,! such that 

( 4.la) (V · u1i,w) = (f,w), w E TV1i, 

( 4.lb) (ii1,, v)TM = (p1i, 'v · v), VE Vii, 
(4.lc) (u1i, v)TM = (Kii1,, v)T, v EV,,. 

In this paper,(·, ·)Mand(·, ·)r mean an application of the midpoint and the trape
zoidal rule, respectively, in each coordinate direction, and for v, q E Rrl, 

if d = 2, 

if d = 3. 

In other words, for computing an integral of the ith component of the vectors, 
i = 1, 2(, 3), we apply the trapezoidal rule in the ith direction and the midpoint 
rule in the other directions. This choice of quadrature rules is compatible with 
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the nodal basis functions for Vi; it gives diagonal coefficient matrices for Uh in 
(4.lb) and for uh in (4.lc). This technique is sometimes referred to as a lumped 
mass approximation. The two integrals of divergences in (4.1) can be evaluated by 
midpoint quadrature, since this rule is exact on piecewise constants. 

LEMMA 4.1. There exists a, ·nniq·u.e solution to (4.1). 
Proof. Solvability of ( 4.1) is shown as in Lemma 2.1. Following its proof above, 

take f = 0 and use the usual test functions. We now conclude that 

(Kii,,, ii,, )T = 0. 

This implies that ii1i vanishes at the corners of ea.ch element, and therefore every
where. Then 

implies that uh vanishes at the nodal points, and so everywhere. Exactly as before, 
we finally see that Ph = 0. D 

From (4.lb), we express the normal component of ii1, at any nodal point as 
a difference of the pressure at the midpoints of the two adjacent elements. This 
corresponds to a finite difference approximation of the equation ii = - V p. 

From equation (4.lc), we express the normal component of uh at any node 
by the normal components of ii,,. at the nodes of the adjacent elements (see Fig. 1 
(a)). Note that uh does not depend on the components of ii1i on the far left and 
right edges. Thus we get a relatively compact finite difference approximation of the 
equation u = K ii. 

• • 

(z) = Ui, and ii1, 

(9 X = ii1,. only • • 

•=Ph 

(a) 
• • 

(b) 

Fig. 1. Nodal points for the standard basis functions. 
( a) Stencil for the dependence of u1, on ii 1, ( d = 2). 
(b) Stencil for the pressure Ph ( d = 2). 

• 

• 

• 
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Finally, substituting (4.lb) and (4.lc) in (4.la), we obtain a finite difference 
stencil for the pressure, an approximation of the elliptic equation - V · KV p = f, 
(see Fig. 1 (b )). Note that we get a nine point stencil in two dimensions and a 19 
point stencil in three dimensions. 

If J{ is a diagonal tensor, the stencil is reduced to five or seven points, and 
we recover the scheme of Russell and Wheeler [17], except that K is evaluated at 
somewhat different points. The difference is that they used the TM rule for the 
last integral in ( 4. lc ); whereas, we use the trapezoidal rule to maintain symmetry 
in the case that K is not diagonal. 

5. An error analysis of the finite difference method. Let us now proceed 
with our error analysis of the finite difference scheme. We present proofs only for 
the case d = 2; the generalization to d = 3 is straightforward. 

For w E w n C0 (n), VE V n (C 0 (!1))'1, and h implicitly fixed, let 

llwllL = (w,w)M, llvll~M = (v, v)TM, and llvll~ = (v, v)T; 

these can also be defined on VVi, or ½,., where they are norms. It is easy to see that 
for VE Vii 

(5.1) 

We use relatively standard cell-centered finite difference notation. Let the grid 
points be denoted by 

(x;+1/2, Y.i+i;2), i = 0, ... , N,c, j = 0, ... , Ny, 

and then define 

:r; = ½(:r;+i/2 + :r;-1;2), i = 1, N 2,, 

Y.i = ½(Y.;+1/2 + Y.i-1/2 ), j = 1, Ny, 

ht' = :ri+l/2 - :ri-1/2, i = 1, Nx, 

h_i = Y.1+1/2 -Y,i-1/2, j = l,Ny, 

h = max(h.?' !?). 
i ,j I l ,7 

We write q = ( qx, q11 ) for q E R 2 , and for any function g( x, y ), let 9ij denote 
g(xi,Yj), let g;+1; 2 ,j denote g(:r;+ 1; 2 ,Y.i), etc. 

We need a result clue to Weiser and Wheeler [10; Lemma 4.1]. If p E C 3 •1 (!1), 
then there exist approximations P* E T1Vi, and U* E V,, satisfying 

(5.2) 

and 

(5.3a) 

(5.3b) 

(5.3c) 

(U*, v)TM = (P*, V · v)M, v E Vi,., 

I * I 2 P;.i - Pi.i ~ Ch , 

IV/+1/2,.i - ·uf+1;2) ~ c h2, 

lu- *'I/ _,,, I Cl 2 
<j+l/2 - 'lli,j+I/2 ~ l , 
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for all i, j. We further define U* E V,, by 

(5.4) (U*, v)TM =(ICU*, v)T, v EV,,. 

Before stating the next result, we need the following definition. An asymptotic 
family of grids is said to be generated by a C 2 map if each grid is an image by a 
fixed map of a grid that is uniform in each coordinate direction. We require that 
each component of the map be strictly monotone and in C 2 (i1). Denote this map 
by F(x,y) = (Fx(x),FY(y)) and note that in this case 

hx / x px p:1: p:c d
2 
Fx(x) (h-x)2 

i+1 - ii = i+:3/2 - 2 i+1/2 + i-1/2 = dx2 ' 

where x is between xi-l/2 and :i:i+:{/'2, and Ti:" is the uniform grid spacing. This, 
together with the smoothness of F, implies 

(5.5) lhf+ 1 - htl :S Cl? and, similarly, lhf+1 - h,3/1 :S Ch2
. 

LEMMA 5.1. As,rnme that J( E (C 1 (0) n TiV2 •00 (!1))dxd and u E (C1 (i1) n 
W2 •00(!1)) d. There exists a consia.nt C', independent of h, S'IJ.Ch that 

where r = 2 if the grids are genero,ted by o, C 2 map or J( is diagonal, and r = 1 
otherwise. 

(5.6) 

Proof. Since u = Ku, Taylor's theorem gives 

1 
ut+1/2,j = 2 [(K11)i+1;2,_;-1;2 + (K11)i+1/2,H1;2] -ut+1; 2,j 

+ 2(hf: hf+1) { 

[ (J<12 )i+1 ;2,_;-1 ;2 ·11·1/+1 ,J-1 ;2 + ( K12 )i+1 ;2,J+1/2 u;+ 1 ,i+1; 2] hf 

+ [U<12)i+1/2,.;-1/2fiL-1;2 + (K12)i+1/2,j+1;2iiL+1;2] hf+1} 

+ 0(1?). 

Choosing v in (5.4) to be the basis function associated with node (i + 1/2,j), we 
have 

Ut.+1/2,j = ~ [(!<11 )i+l/2,.i-1/2 + (K11 );+1/2,j+1;2] Ut.+·1/2,j 

(5. 7) + 2(hf: hf+1) { 

[( Y ) U- *11 (}·r ) U- *Y ] hX \.12 i+l/2,.i-1/2 i+l,.i-1/2 + \.12 i+l/2,.i+l/2 i+l,j+l/2 i+l 

+ [(K12)i+1/2,j-1/2Utj-1/2 + (K12\+1;2,j+1;illi~j+1/2] ht}· 
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The coefficients in (5.G) and (5.7) differ only in the weights hf and hf+ii thus, if K 
is diagonal, (5.3) implies that 

IUt+'i;2,j - 'U,:+1;2) '.S Ch
2

• 

If K is a full tensor, we add and subtract h;'+ 1 and hf to the weights of the second 
and third term on the right side of (5.G), respectively. Subtracting from (5.7) and 
using again (5.3), we have 

1ut+1;2,j - ui+1;2,jl :S Ch
2 + i { l(J<12)i+1;2,j-1/2 ~:

11 

(x', Yj-1;2)1 

a,u,Y ,, } 
+ l(K12)i+1/2,J+1;2 o:c (x ,Y.;+1;2)1 lhf+1 - hfl, 

(5.8) 

where x' and x'' are points between :ci arnl :1: 1+1 . Vve now combine estimates (5.8) 
and (5.5) to conclude that 

where r = 2 if the grids are generated by a C 2 map, and r = 1 otherwise. In a 
similar way we estimate iut:+ 1 ; 2 - 'U,L+ 1 ; 21- D 

THEOREM 5 .1. There e:cists a, consta:nt C, independent of h, snch that 

119 · (u - u,,)11 = 119 · (u - Ilu)II :S Ch, 

and, if p E C 3 •1(r2), u E (C1(0) n H/2,=(n))'\ and I( E (C1(0) n W 2•=(n))dxd, 
then 

where r = 2 if the gT'ids a:re generated by 11, C 2 map or K is diagonal, and r = 1 
otherwise. 

Proof. Subtracting (4.1) from (1.3a), (5.2), and (5.4), gives the error equations 

(5.9a) 

(5.9b) 

(5.9c) 

(9 · (u- Uh),w) = 0, w E Wh, 

(U* - ii,,, v)TM = (P* - J>h, 9 · v)M, v E Vii, 

(U* - u1,., v)TM = (K(U* - ii1,.), v)T, VE Vii, 

Equation (5.9a), together with (3.2) imply 9 · (Ilu - u1i) = 0, giving the first part 
of the theorem with (3.4). Conti1111ing, let v = Ilu - u1, in (5.9b) to obtain 

(5.10) (U* - ii,,, Ilu - uh)TM = 0. 

Now letting v = U* - ii1, in (5.9c), we have 

(U* - Ilu, U* - ii,,hM = (I<(U* - ii1,), U* - ii1i)T 

= III<112 (-0* - ii1t)II~ 
~ c 11 U* - ii1i II~ 
= CIIU* - ii,, ll~Mi 
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thus, applying the Schwarz inequality, 

IIU* - ii1,l!TM :::; C\\U* - Ilul\TM· 

Lemma 5.1 and the estimate \\Ilu - u\\TM:::; Ch2 (see [14], [11], [12]) imply that 

\\lJ* - U/, \ITM :::; Chr. 

Finally, v = U* - uh in (5.!Jc) gives 

\\U* - u,,\\TM:::; C\\U* - ii1i\\TM· 

An application of (5.3), Lemma. 5.1, and the triangle inequality completes the 
proof. D 

REMARK 5.1. Theorem 5.1 states that, in the case of a full tensor, both uh and 
ii1t are superconvergent to the true solution at the Gauss points (for each velocity 
component, in its direction at the centers of the edges or faces) under our mild 
assumption on the grid. 

We finally consider bounding the error in pressure for the finite difference 
method. From (1.3) and (4.1) we get the error e<1m1.tions 

(5.lla) 

(5.llb) 

where 

(ii- ii1i, v) = (P1,p - Pl,., V. v) - ETM(iih, v), VE vh, 
(u - Uh, v) = (!((ii - ii1,), v) - ETM(u,,, v) + ET(Kii1i, v), VE vh, 

EQ(q, v) = (q, v) - (q, v)Q, Q = TM or T. 

It is well known [!J] that the error in approximating an integral by the trapezoidal 
rule is of order h 2 : 

(5.12) 

To estimate the pressure error, we use a duality argument. Consider the fol
lowing dual problem: 

- V · !(TV <.p = P1,p - p1, in n, 
<.p = o on an. 

If n is 2-regular, then there exists a unic1ue solution <.p E H 2 (n), such that 

I I <.p I I 2 :::; Cl I P1,z> - P,, I I · 

We now write with (5.lla) 

(P1ip - p1,., P1,p - p1,) = -(P,,p - J>1t, V · KTV<.p) 

(5.13) = -(P1,J> - J>h, V · IIKTV<.p) 

= -(ii- ii1,,ITJ(TV1.p)-ETM(ii1i,ITKTV<.p). 
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Using (5.12) and the fact that the functions are in the discrete space, we have 

(5.14) 

+IIUllj,11 ll~(IIKTVc.p)YII )h2. 
U!J OE U!J OE , , 

We need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. For the lowest (l'('(lt:T RTN 8]1(1,(;(;$) for <Lny q E H 1 (0,) a.nd EE Th, 

II 
8 err r II II 

8 
:c II UX q o E :S U:r q o E , , 

(J.'fl.d 

II _Q_(IIq)Y II :S II ~qY II . U!J OE 8y OE , , 

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that Eis the unit square. By defini
tion, II satisfies on each edge e of E 

fcq · II - Ilq · 11)ds = 0. 

Writing this for the two vertical edges we have 

The fundamental theorem of calculus, after subtraction of the above equations, 
implies 

f11· 1 

[DD· qx(:r, y) - DD· (IIq)1(:r, y)] DD~:c dx dy = 0, v E Vh. Jo o .r. ·" .r. 

Therefore (IIqy is the HJ-projectio11 of q:" in the :t direction. Similarly, (IIq)Y is 
the HJ-projection of ql1 in they direction, which proves the lemma. D 

We observe by the inverse ineqnali ty ( valid for quasi-uniform grids) that 

II Dii~ II = II ~(u;: - (IIuY)II + II ~(rrurll a.r O E D.r, ll E Dx O E , , , 

:S GIi ur - (Ilii )"' llo,Eh-1 + II DD~:x llu,E 

:s; C\\u" \li.E· 
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Now, from (5.14), for any E > 0, 

IETM (ii,,' ITJ(TV <p) I 

:SC L (llii 1'lli,Ell(I(TV<pYll1,E + llii 11 lli,Ell(KTV<p)Ylli,E)h2 
E 

(5.15) '.SC L ( C{lliilli,Eh4 + EIIKTV'Plli,E) 
E 

'.S Cflliillih4 + ECll'Plli 

:S Cflliillih4 + ECIIP1,.p- J>1,ll 2-

Hence, with E small enough, we get from (5.13) 

To bound the first term on the right, 

( ii - u1,, ITKTV <p) 

(5.17) = (ii- u1,,ITKTV<p - KTV<p) + (K(ii- ii1i), Vc.p - ITVc.p) 

+ (K(ii- ii1i),ITVtp). 

For the last term, using (5.llb), we have 

(5.18) 
(K(ii- ii1,),ITVcp) 

= (u - u1,,ITV<p) + ETM(u,,,ITV<p)- ET(Kii1t,ITV<p). 

We bound the two error terms similarly to (5.14) and (5.15): 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

IETM(u1,, ITV<p)I :S Cfllulli h4 + ECIIP,,p- p1,l\2, 

IET(Kii1,,ITVtp)I '.S C\lliilli h4 + ECIIP1,p- P1tll 2, 

noting that the constants in (5.20) depend on IIKll2,oo- Also, 

(5.21) 
( u - Uh' ITV <p) = ( u - U!,' ITV <p - V <p) + ( u - Uh' V <p) 

= (u- u1,,ITVcp - Vcp) + (V · (u- uh),<p- P1t<p), 

by integration by parts and (5.9a). Vve now combine (5.16)-(5.21), choosing E small 
enough, to get for any r7 > 0, 

IIP1tp- Phll 2 :S C{(llii- ii1,II + llu - u,,ll)ll'Pll2h + (lliilli + llulli)h4 

+ IIV · (u - u1,)ll ll'Pll1h} 
:S C { C1,(llii - ii,, 112 + llu - u,, 112 + IIV. ( u - U1t)ll2)h2 

+ TJ I I P1,p - J) h I I 2 + ( 11 U 11 i + I I U I Ii) h, 
4 

} , 

which, combined with Theorem 5.1, proves the following result. 
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THEOREM 5.2. If p E c:1
,
1 (f2), u E (C1 (r2) n W2 ,=(n))'1, a,nd I{ E (C 1 (r2) n 

2 )dxd w ,=(n) ) then there r-:rists (J, conc,ia:nt C, independent of h, S'U,ch tha.t 

REMARK 5.2. The above result implies superconvergence for the computed 
pressure at the Gauss points (i.e. the midpoints of the elements). 

6. Son1e numerical experiments. In this section we present the results of 
some numerical tests, confinniug the theoretical results from the previous sections. 
We solve a 2-dimensional problem 011 the unit square with either Dirichlet or Neu
mann boundary conditions. To stabilize the Neumann conditions, we add p to the 
left-hand side of (1.la). The permeability is a diagonal tensor or a full, nondiagonal 
tensor with variable compouents. The examples we show here are for permeability 

The true solution is 

or I(= N = ((:i: ~2)2 +y2 
sm(:i:y) 

p = :r:11} + :i/ + sin(:c:) cos(y), 

sin(xy)) 
1 . 

with f defined accordingly by (1.1), and (1.lc) replaced by the proper boundary 
condition. 

We discretize using the lowest order RT spaces [16] on rectangles as in the 
finite difference scheme defined in Section 4; that is, we solve a cell-centered finite 
difference system for the pressure. Y/1/e incorporate the nonhomogeneous boundary 
conditions by adding pressure unkuowns (Lagrange multipliers) on the external 
boundary, one on each external element edge. This is a partial hybridization of the 
system (see [2] and [G]), but we continue to use our quadrature rules. We also allow 
vh = Vii to be nonzero 011 the exterual boundary. 

Convergence rates a.re established by nmning cases for G levels of grid size, 
starting with h = 1/5 and refining by 2. Assuming that the error takes the form 
Ch0

, C and a are determined to give the Lest least squares fit to the data. We 
consider three types of grids, u11ifon11, a. grid genended by a C 2 mapping of the 
uniform grid (C2 -gricl), and a nouunifonn grid that is a random perturbation of the 
uniform grid. The C2 map is defined by 

-2·c 1 
F 2:( ) e . -

:i: = " ' e-"' -1 
FY(y) = 25 - (5 - 4y)

2 

24 

The results for Dirichlet aud N euma.1111 problems are presented in Tables 1 
and 2, respectively. Quadrature rnles are used for calculating the error; that is, 
the results presented a.re for the norm II · IIM for the pressure and II · IITM for the 
velocity. The convergence rate for the pressure is O(h2

) in all cases. The Neumann 
problem's velocity is also O(h 2

) co11vergent for both the diagonal and nondiagonal 
tensors. A slight loss of co11vergence is observed for the Dirichlet problem for all 
but the C 2 -grid, as is usual for this boundary condition. 
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Table 1. Convergence rates for the Dirichlet problem: 

JJp - Ph JI :S constP /1,l'"werP allCl II U - Uh JI :S const U hpowerU. 

Tensor Grid co11stP powerP constU powerU 
D uniform 0.3G7 1.948 0.331 1.788 
D C2-grid 0.050 2.127 0.104 2.069 
D nonuniforn1 0.275 1.997 0.18G 1.625 
N uniform 0.394 1.950 0.287 1.762 
N C 2-grid 0.040 2.1036 0.091 2.065 
N nonuniform 0.201 1.993 0.161 1.542 

Table 2. Convergence rates for the Neumann problem: 

JJp- Phil :S constP l1Y 0 w"rP and llu - u1ill :S constU hpowerU_ 

Tensor Grid constP powerP constU powerU 
D uniform 2.0!:ll 2.005 0.069 1.996 
D C2-gricl 0.5G4 2.107 0.012 2.089 
D nonu11iform 1.370 2.081 0.047 2.063 
N uniform 7.5G5 2.005 0.182 1.946 
N C2-gricl l.5G5 2.105 0.022 2.072 
N nonunifonn G.194 2.094 0.097 1.892 

The C2-grid provides the lJest results since we refined more where the solution 
is large (near the corner at (1,1)). Thus, the map induces a somewhat better than 
halving of the grid size where the solution is difficult to approximate. 
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